
Setting Standards in Blockchain, Shaping
Tomorrow's Green Landscape



Company Overview

At Forest Staking, we are committed to revolutionizing the
node and staking industry through our cutting-edge
technology and unparalleled services. Our team of
military-level engineers and visionaries are dedicated to
shaping the world and the role of cryptocurrency within it.
Allow us to provide you with an overview of our services
and how we aim to bring about transformative changes.

Forest Staking offers a comprehensive staking solution that
allows cryptocurrency holders to participate in the staking
process. Staking involves holding a certain amount of
cryptocurrency in a wallet to support the operations of a
blockchain network. By staking your tokens with us, you
contribute to the security and decentralization of the network
while earning rewards in the form of additional tokens.

Introduction



Marketing Services

infrastructure Services

Advisory Services

Ecosystem Services
Forest staking optimizes
blockchain infrastructure, offering
secure, scalable solutions. It
empowers projects, addressing
varied needs, ensuring efficiency,
and providing expert guidance,
making it an invaluable asset in
the blockchain service industry.

Forest enhances web marketing
through tailored strategies,
leveraging blockchain technology
to boost online presence, drive
traffic, and increase engagement,
thereby offering comprehensive
solutions for diverse digital
marketing needs.

Forest Staking delivers expert
advisory services in the crypto,
DeFi, and blockchain domains,
providing insights, strategies, and
solutions, driving innovation,
ensuring compliance, and
fostering sustainable growth in
the digital assets space.

Forest Staking offers ecosystem
services to companies, providing
blockchain solutions, security,
market strategies, and innovative
technologies, ensuring
sustainable growth and a
competitive edge in the rapidly
evolving digital landscape.

Services
Forest staking offers comprehensive
solutions in consultation, infrastructure,
and marketing services, addressing all
needs and providing expert guidance
within the blockchain space.



Overview 

 3. Our security solutions are the best in the industry with former military cybersecurity engineers at the
helm of our infrastructure. 

 2. Upcoming infrastructure for Haqq (Islamic Coin), ZetaChain, Tenet, Juneo, OpSide & several other
Cosmos based chains. 

 4. Our combined staked across the board is valued at over $200,000,000 with retail and institutional clients.

 1. As an infrastructure company first, we run the largest and best performing nodes on layer 1 blockchains such as the Casper
Network and Aptos blockchains. 

 5. Ensuring uninterrupted, 24/7 blockchain support, server monitoring solutions and premium white label node services &
Offering end-to-end managed services, Forest Staking takes care of the deployment, maintenance, and continuous improvement

of enterprise blockchain infrastructures, allowing companies to focus on their core business.

Enterprise Level Blockchain
Infrastructure 



Overview 

5. Designing and deploying key missing protocols for the ecosystem. 

2. Connecting developers interested in forming teams, while offering business side assistance.

 3. Assisting blockchains in identifying teams to develop protocols and enhance the ecosystem. 

4. Investor Matchmaking - We align projects with investors based on goals, risk, and sector interests. 

1. Comprehensive service that assesses the broader ecosystem's needs and optimizes operational procedures to meet those
demands. 

6. With a team of visionary strategists, Forest Staking provides expert advice on market trends, project development, and growth
opportunities in the blockchain and DeFi sectors.

Ecosystem as a Service
(EaaS) 



 2. Advice on business model, design, flywheel effect and
roadmap. 

 4. Finding new team members and new places to build with funding. 

 3. Creating pitch decks and helping in the process of getting investors at an early stage. 

5. Providing expert marketing strategies with a track record of producing results that count.

6. Helping projects build their communities & express their message through storytelling and cinematic channels.

 1. Advanced tokenomic designs custom made for projects. 

Web3 Consultancy Services



Ultimately, while rewilding isn't the sole answer, combined with emission reductions, it's pivotal for our planet's
revival.

Sadly, human activities have degraded our natural environments, with devastating consequences like rapid
deforestation, soil degradation, and loss of species. Yet, rewilding offers hope. By reinstating natural processes and

keystone species, damaged ecosystems can regenerate. 

Forest Staking is passionately committed to eco-responsibility and proudly sponsors mossy.earth, a non-profit driving global
tree planting and rewilding efforts. Rewilding, or restoring nature to a wild state, not only combats climate change but also

boosts biodiversity, shielding us from a looming mass extinction. 

Initiatives like beaver reintroductions demonstrate nature's potential to mitigate disasters, like floods. Moreover, maintaining
biodiverse landscapes, such as peatlands, offers cost-effective carbon sequestration solutions. 

Forest Staking    Mossy.Earth



Global Blockchain Market Growth

From 2020 to 2023, the blockchain industry
experienced remarkable global growth, moving

beyond its cryptocurrency origins to reshape
sectors like healthcare, finance, and supply

chain management. 

As companies worldwide invested heavily in
blockchain innovations, regulatory bodies
crafted guidelines to ensure security while

fostering innovation. By 2023, blockchain had
revolutionized digital transactions, emphasizing

decentralization, transparency, and
immutability.



Forest Stats

9+200M+
$ Staked

Assets Layer 1
Blockchains Industry

Certifications

12+



Sector Problems

Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3
Regulatory Uncertainty  
Ambiguous regulations create
challenges for enterprises and
consumers. Clearer legislative
frameworks, coupled with industry
collaboration, can facilitate
compliance, spur innovation, and
offer a more stable environment for
crypto development and usage.

Security and Trust
The crypto sector grapples with
security breaches and fraud,
undermining trust. From
enterprise solutions to consumer
wallets, enhancing cybersecurity
and ensuring compliance are
pivotal for fostering confidence
and safeguarding assets.

Usability and Adoption
Complex interfaces and lack of
awareness impede widespread
adoption. For both enterprises and
consumers, simplifying user
experiences, providing education, and
demonstrating real- world applications
are essential for integrating crypto into
everyday transactions.

Crypto faces adoption, real-world use, and security
challenges. Forest Staking plans to address these
with innovative solutions, establishing trust and
broader application.



Solution 1

Solution 2

Solution 3

Enhanced Credibility  - Forest Staking employs
rigorous security protocols, transparency measures,
and compliance checks to enhance the credibility of
the crypto industry, fostering trust among potential
users and investors.

Global Adoption and Real-world Use Cases - By developing
user-friendly interfaces, partnering with various sectors, and
promoting practical applications, Forest Staking accelerates
global adoption and showcases real-world use cases of
crypto technologies.

Consumer Awareness and Education -  Forest Staking
prioritizes consumer education, utilizing diverse platforms
to disseminate knowledge, address misconceptions, and
highlight the benefits and potentials of the evolving crypto
landscape.

Market Solutions &
Stratergies
Forest provides market strategies and solutions,
driving innovation and growth across the entire
decentralized finance industry landscape.



Some of Our Trusted Partners
and Associates



Our Team
Forest Staking boasts cybersecurity professionals,
visionary thinkers, marketing gurus, blockchain
innovators, and dedicated strategists, driving
unparalleled success in the digital realm.

Gary Mcneish

Geoff Page

Chris Dowle

Phizen

Kieran Flannery
CEO & Founder

CFO & Co-Founder

CTO & Co-Founder

Defi & Web3

BDM & Co-Founder



Email

Phone Number

01158 88 2555

info@foreststaking.com

128 City Road, London, EC1V 2NX


